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named is the Viotga of the Thidrekssaga, and the Vidrik Verlandss0n
of Danish ballads. He knew an important poem about Filimer and
the wanderings of the Goths, and what he tells us concerning
Ermanaric is coloured with poetry. Similarly, Paulus Diaconus
reproduces poetical legends of the Lombards, and Saxo Gram-
maticus those of the Danes. The Italian ballad of Donna Lombarda,
with the whole dependent cycle of ballads of poisoning, derives
probably, directly or indirectly, from Paulus Diaconus, who was
a favourite historian of the middle ages. In all this activity
curiously little corresponds to the Germans of Germany proper.
There is ambiguity in the use of the adjective 'deutsch' by German
critics, since it has the two senses of what is nationally, and what
Is racially, German. These ancient epics were the property of all
the Northern peoples, and particularly of those who were most
violently agitated by the great migrations. The more important of
these peoples penetrated into Roman territory and became latin-
ized. Those on the northern fringe—the Saxons, Danes, and
Norsemen—remained Germanic in language and part of their cul-
ture, and it is among them that we find the most authentic sur-
vivals of the old poetry.
What form may have clothed Jordanes' songs we cannot know.
The oldest, and only complete, ancient Germanic epic is the Saxon
Beowulf which, in its present form, bears marks of composition in
the seventh century.1 The Beowulf preserves authentic traditions of
the fifth and sixth centuries. What is peculiar to the seventh-
century author is the tinge of Christianity and the elegiac mood; in
other respects, and particularly in style and form, he may have re-
mained true to the epic manner of his predecessors. It has become
customary to accuse him of longueurs, to contrast his style with
the more rapid manner of the Finnsburg and Waldere fragments.
But the author of Beowulf is not always dilatory; in passages that
describe action he can be as rapid as any. The fragments called
into comparison are, as it happens, descriptive of episodes of
intense activity; they are not necessarily conclusive as to how the
same authors would treat scenes of high revelry or incidental
episodes. What we learn in the Beowulf concerning the complete
plot of the Finnsburg poem suggests that this may have had a con-
siderable length—in the neighbourhood of 2,000 lines more or less.
There was evidently a great wealth of episodes. Similarly the
1 R. Girvan, Beowulf and the Seventh Century, London, 1935.

